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FOR NEARLY THIRTY YEARS THE “LARGE OUTSTANDING”
data listed for national banks in the Kelly and Hickman-Oakes catalogs
have been used widely as a measure of national bank note rarity.  A small
outstanding number can trigger a bidding frenzy, but those Large Out

numbers are not what they seem.
The Large Out figures were faithfully abstracted by pioneering national

bank note researcher Louis Van Belkum from the last ledger sheet for each bank
in the National Currency and Bond Ledgers maintained by the Comptroller of
the Currency’s office.  He collected those data as he compiled his listing of the
serial numbers issued to the banks.  The Large Out numbers were incorporated
in the listings by the cataloguers as critical pieces of information along with the
serial number data.

The Large Out data in the ledgers were used by the Comptroller to track
the circulating notes that were the liability of the issuing bank (Figure 2).  A pri-
mary reason for doing this was that the bankers had to pay taxes on their circula-
tion.   However, prior to July 1908, there were two circumstances where out-
standing notes were excluded from the bank totals and reassigned as the liability
of the Treasury.  The first involved cases where the bankers sold bonds to reduce
their circulation.  The second, discussed in detail here, involved the write off of
old series notes after the charter of a bank was extended.

The Large Out totals for thousands of banks were impacted, involving
millions of dollars worth of notes that were excluded from the outstanding totals.
Consequently, the Large Out amounts vastly undercount the actual value of out-
standing notes.  The result is that the Large Out data in our catalogs greatly over-
state the apparent rarity of notes for huge numbers of banks.

The problem is that the Large Out numbers recorded by Van Belkum
were believed by numismatists to be a direct measure of surviving notes at the
time the numbers were posted.  In fact, Large Out was the Comptroller’s means
of determining the outstanding circulation for which a bank was liable, a materi-
ally different calculation.  Large Out never was designed to track all the notes
from the bank that remained in circulation.  

The purpose of this article is to focus on the Large Out data for banks
that were extended up through July 1908, and to demonstrate how the closeout
accounting practices used to write off the old series notes during that era render
the reported Large Out data unusable for rarity purposes.

What does ‘Large Out’ Really Mean 
for National Bank Note Collectors? 
Circulation Closeouts for Extended Banks are

Another Reason ‘Large Out’ Data are Unreliable

The Paper Column
By Lee Lofthus and Peter Huntoon 
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Closeout Requirements in the Acts of 1882 and 1902

The amendment to the National Bank Act signed into law on July 12,
1882, provided for one 20-year extension of corporate life for existing national
banks.  Section 6 of the act required that “. . . at the end of three years from the
date of the extension of the corporate existence of each bank the association so
extended shall deposit lawful money with the Treasury of the United State suffi-
cient to redeem the remainder of the circulation which was outstanding at the date
of its extension.”  The process to accomplish this was called closeout. 

Section 6 also stipulated that the design of all new notes issued after
extension “shall make them readily distinguishable from the circulating notes
heretofore issued.”

The Act of April 12, 1902, provided for a second 20-year extension of cor-
porate life, and included identical requirements for the closeout of the previous
series and distinguishable new notes after extension.

U. S. Treasurer Walter Woods, writing in 1932, described the Section 6
process as follows.  “It was formerly the rule that each National Bank’s charter

Figure 1.  This $5 note is from the
$186,100 in Original/1875 series
notes issued by the FNB of
Cheyenne, Wyoming.  The liability
for the redemption of this note was
transferred to the Treasury in 1894
when the bank’s charter was
extended and $12,090 worth of out-
standing Original/1875 series notes
were closed out from the bank’s
books.  This and all the other
Orignal/1875 notes became the lia-
bility of the Treasury, so any that
remained outstanding are not repre-
sented in the $190,600 Out at Close
amount shown in our catalogs.

Figure 2.  This 1891 statement for The Cheyenne National Bank, Wyoming, charter #3416, lists the bond-secured national bank note cir-
culation as a liability.  Knowing who was financially liable for a given outstanding note – the bank or the Treasury Department – is critical
to understanding the meaning of Large Outstanding as calculated by the Comptroller of the Currency.  
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Figure 3.  This redemption section from the Currency and Bond ledger for The First National Bank of What Cheer, Iowa, charter #3192,
lists a $13,350 deposit of lawful money on April 25, 1907, when the bank closed out its outstanding Series of 1882 circulation.  That
money was paid into the Treasury redemption fund to cover the redemption of the Series of 1882 notes then outstanding.  The outstand-
ing Series of 1882 notes were written off the books on subsequent ledger sheets, rendering useless the Large Out values shown thereafter.
The redemption of the $13,350 in outstanding Series of 1882 notes was transferred to the Treasury redemption ledger and thus became
invisible to numismatists, causing us to believe that notes from the bank are rarer than is the case.  
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expired at the end of twenty years.  At the end of a three-year period, measured
from the date of [extension], each bank concerned remitted the funds to take up its
outstanding notes of the old series and received new series notes in replacement.
The bank’s liability for the honor of the old series notes was released.  The
Government assumed the obligation and took up the old notes on presentation as
they came in gradually thereafter – paying for them out of the funds that bank had
previously remitted for the purpose.  Thus the gain as to the loss and destruction
[of notes that never would be redeemed] was, both as to banks that continued cir-
culation as well as those that discontinued, forthwith acquired in the Treasury free
balance.”  

Bankers extending their charter prior to July 1908 were required to
adhere rigorously to the requirements of Section 6.   Within three years after
extension, the Comptroller’s office notified the banks of the value of their out-
standing old series notes.  The bankers remitted a like amount of lawful money in
the form of Legal Tender notes (Figure 3).  This money was deposited into the
Treasury retirement redemption fund, and the Treasury assumed the liability for
the old notes.

Simultaneously, the Comptroller’s clerks wrote off the entire value of the
old series notes from the ledger for the bank, thus closing out the old series.  The
Comptroller sent the bankers new series notes, equal in value to the closeout
deposit, in order to properly maintain the bond secured circulation of the bank.
All of this appears to have the character of some slight of hand, but if you work
through it, the process ensured that the Treasury – not the bankers - benefited
from any outstanding old series notes that never came in for redemption.

Important for this discussion is the fact that after closeout, the old series
notes that came in for redemption were sorted out and accounted for separately in

Figure 4.  The charter for The First National Bank of Breckenridge, Minnesota, charter #4644, was extended on October 7, 1911. This part
of the Currency and Bond ledger shows the 1914 closeout entry that cleared $80,800 worth of Series of 1882 notes from the ledger.
Note:  “Dropped to close Sec 6” entered by the bookkeeper.  This amount was dropped from both the issued and redemption columns
under the new accounting procedure adopted in 1908, which did not transfer money to the Treasury redemption account for the old
series.  The result is that the Large Out value on successive ledger sheets does not hide the Series of 1882 that remained unredeemed, so it
more accurately reflects what actually remained outstanding.
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special redemption-only ledgers.  Their value was charged off against the value of
the Legal Tender notes deposited in the Treasury retirement account.

Their value from the special redemption ledgers was not recorded in the
regular National Currency and Bond Ledgers.  This effectively hid the value of
the old series notes that were still outstanding from numismatic view, and thus
caused us to think that far more notes from the bank had been redeemed than in
fact was the case.

Clearly as time went on, the value of the outstanding old series notes
continued to decline through redemptions, but we have no means to gauge the
amount that remained outstanding because the surviving redemption ledgers are
incomplete.  The Large Out values abstracted by Van Belkum are consistently
understated by the value of the remaining outstanding old series notes, leading us
to believe that notes from the bank are much scarcer than they are.

July 1908 Modifications to the Closeout Process

Woods noted that at some point after 1902 “the practice of deposit and
issue of new series notes was discontinued.  The change was probably made to
avoid the expense of sorting out the old series notes.  It is also probable that it was
made without realizing that the alteration in the practice was losing the gain to
the Treasury [for notes] never presented.” 

Our survey of the Currency and Bond ledgers in the National Archives
disclosed that the closeout procedure was altered in July 1908.  The statutory
requirements of Section 6 had not changed, but the bookkeeping method used to
accomplish the closeout was streamlined.

The bookkeepers started using redesigned ledger sheets and stopped
recording the old and new series redemptions in separate columns, a practice
which had been necessary to calculate the closeout value for the old series under
the old procedure.  Instead, when the end of the three-year closeout period was
reached, the liability for the old series circulation was written down by using the
value of both the old and new series notes that had been redeemed, instead of
using only the old series redemptions.

Figure 5.  This is the last ledger page for the Montgomery County NB of Rockville, Maryland, charter #3187.  The total large size issue was
$2,279,350, comprised of both Series 1882 and 1902 notes.  The ledger total for Old Series notes, shown at center, is $1,791,800, repre-
senting only the Series of 1902 issues.  $487,550 in Series of 1882 Brown Backs were dropped from the ledger after closeout in 1906,
including $22,570 worth of outstanding notes, so those 1882 notes were excluded from the final Large Out calculation.  Consequently the
notes from the bank appear to be potentially rarer than they are.
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The new process greatly simplified bookkeeping and eliminated the need
to separate the old and new series notes during redemption.  It also increased the
likelihood that the entire value of the old series notes would be covered by the
mixed redemptions.  This avoided the requirement for the bankers to deposit law-
ful money for the outstanding old series notes, and the need for the Comptroller
to send an offsetting value in new series notes.  Figure 4 shows the closeout nota-
tion on the ledger for The First National Bank of Breckenridge, Minnesota, char-
ter #4644, as the bookkeepers simply wrote off the entire Series of 1882 issue from
the books.

Lawrence O. Murray, the newly installed Comptroller of the Currency as
of April 28, 1908, instituted this change.  Murray was a pro-banker and reform-
minded individual who reorganized his office and streamlined the note issue,
redemption and bookkeeping operations.  He was the type of manager to target
the burdensome closeout procedure, but possibly was not cognizant that his proce-
dure delayed winning the benefit of outstanding notes to the Treasury until after
national bank notes were phased out in 1935.

Cutover Between Closeout Practices Was Not Precise

The Currency and Bond Ledgers reveal that after July 1908 the bankers
in most extended banks elected to let their three-year closeout window run its
course, so that the new practice of accumulating redemptions without regard to
series enabled them to avoid depositing Legal Tenders.  However, both the old
and new procedures were employed at the discretion of the bankers for a few years
after 1908.

Some bankers elected to accelerate their closeout by depositing Legal
Tenders and receiving an offsetting value in new series notes without waiting three
years.  Examples of the use of the old procedure as late as 1911 are the FNB of
Aberdeen, Maryland, charter #4634, and the FNB of Peterson, Iowa, charter
#4601.  By then the Comptroller’s clerks, through the use of the new ledger
sheets, were not writing off the old series notes from the ledgers.  The result is
that the Large Out totals reflected both the old and new notes, so they are a bit
more useful to numismatists.

Closeout Requirements Repealed

An amendment to the National Bank Act passed July 1, 1922, granted
automatic 99-year extensions to all existing banks and 99-year corporate lives to all
banks organized thereafter.  Section 2 stated:  “That all acts or parts of acts provid-
ing for the extension of the period of succession of national banking association for
twenty years are hereby repealed. . . .”  Later, on February 25, 1927, the issue of
extensions and corporate lives were avoided entirely by passage of an amendment
that gave all existing and future national banks perpetual succession. These
changes, of course, terminated the need for Section 6 closeouts.

Impact of the Closeout Process on Large Out Data

Until now, numismatists have incorrectly assumed that the Large Out
value reported in their catalogs represents the following simple calculation:  total
large size issues minus large size notes redeemed equals Large Out.

That was not how Large Out was determined for extended banks or banks
reducing their circulations prior to July 1908.   For extended banks, the actual for-
mula was:  total large size issues minus large note redemptions minus lawful
money deposited equals Large Out.

The lawful money deposits to close out earlier series notes were recorded
in the redemption column of the ledger as a substitute for the outstanding early
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series notes still on the street.  The earlier series issues, redemptions and lawful
money deposits were then wiped from the ledger carry-forward totals.
Consequently, the Large Out figures on succeeding ledgers represented only the
current series, and this is the number that appears in our catalogs.  See Figure 5
in order to understand exactly how this worked. 

Redemption of the old series notes was now the financial liability of the
Treasury, not the bank.  The old series notes were no longer taxable circulation,
so there was no need to record them on the Currency and Bond Ledger for the
bank.  Instead, they were recorded in special redemption ledgers maintained for
the Treasury retirement account.  Consequently the outstanding old series notes
were invisible to numismatists because the old series notes entered in these
ledgers were never factored into the Large Out calculation!  This fact has enor-
mous implications. 

Table 1 uses a hypothetical bank to illustrate the distortion of the Large
Out data created by a pre-1908 closeout.  Notice in
this example that collectors are led to believe that
only $250 in large size notes could potentially exist
for the bank when, in fact, $1,750 is the actual value
of potential survivors; respectively split out as
$1,500 from the Series 1882 notes closed out plus
$250 from the final Series of 1902 Large Out tally.   

The data on Table 2 illustrate that the dis-
tortion of the Large Out data caused by use of the
pre-1908 closeout procedure is considerable for
actual banks.  The Large Out listed in our catalogs
for the FNB of What Cheer, Iowa, charter #3192, is
$4,070.  However, that amount ignores $13,350 in
old series notes outstanding after the bank’s charter
extension.  Similarly, The Montgomery County
National Bank of Rockville, Maryland, charter
#3187, has a reported Large Out of $5,810, but that
amount ignores $22,570 in old series notes that
were outstanding at the time of closeout.  

Obviously, significant percentages of the
old series notes shown in column two of Table 2
were redeemed in the years since the indicated
closeout dates; however, not all were, so the report-
ed Large Out values, respectively $4,070 and
$5,810, are materially understated. 

Many post-1908 Currency and Bond ledgers reveal that occasional old
series notes that should have been logged into the Treasury retirement account
were recorded in error on the Currency and Bond Ledgers for the banks.  These
bookkeeping errors caused the final Large Out amounts to be written down more
than they should have been; actually making the Large Out numbers worse than
they already were for our purposes!

The Large Out figures for banks that extended after July 1908 and for
banks that issued only Series 1902 notes are actually meaningful because no old
series notes are hidden from view.  Those figures, although better, still are tainted
by the extensive sorting and bookkeeping errors documented by Lofthus (2008,
2010).

Table 1.  Example of a pre-July 1908 Section 6
lawful money closeout for a
hypothetical extended bank.

Series 1882 notes issued $10,000
- 1882 notes redeemed $8,500
1882 notes out after 3 years $1,500

lawful money closeout deposit $1,500

Series 1902 notes issued:
closeout offset $1,500

+ normal 1902 issues $25,000
total $26,500

Large Out calculation:
Series of 1902 notes issued $26,500
- redemptions of 1902 
notes after closeout $26,250
reported Large Out $250

possible large still outstanding $1,750
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Conclusion

The Large Out data in the National Currency and Bond Ledgers were
used by the Comptroller to accurately account for the outstanding taxable circula-
tion of the issuing bank.  Large Out was never intended to track the potential sur-
viving notes for a given bank.

The Large Out data in our catalogs ignore outstanding early series notes
for all extended banks where the earlier series notes were closed out using the pre-
July 1908 accounting procedure.  Consequently, substantially more notes poten-
tially exist for these banks than the Large Out data imply.  This finding applies to
all banks that were extended having charter numbers of 3900 or lower.

Prior research has demonstrated that pervasive sorting and redemption
errors make the Large Out data unreliable as a basis for judging rarity.  The pre-
July 1908 closeout accounting process is yet another reason that collectors and
dealers should not equate Large Out numbers to rarity.
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Outstanding 
Published Old Series Notes
Large Size Written Off at the

Bank Outstanding (1) Time of Extension (2)
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second extension in 1911.  The amount shown for the FNB of Butte has been adjusted downward for $7,850 in known
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Higgins Museum Seminar offers Anderson, Huntoon, Lofthus and Simek
The Higgins Museum of National Banking has

announced a series of educational seminars dedicated to
National Bank Note topics for Wednesday and Thursday,
August 10-11, 2011. Presentations will be made by four
nationally recognized authorities in the field: Mark Anderson,
president of the Society of Paper Money Collectors: Peter
Huntoon, a prolific 40-year researcher and author in the field;
Lee Lofthus, another award winning researcher and author;
and Jim Simek, secretary of the Professional Currency Dealers
Association.

The 2011 Higgins Museum National Bank Note Seminar
will be held at the museum facility in Okoboji, situated in the
heart of the Great Lakes resort and recreation area of north-
west Iowa, enabling participants to view and enjoy the largest
collection of National Bank Note issues on permanent exhibit
anywhere in the country. While the Museum's focus is on the
National Bank Note issues of Iowa, it presents impressive
holdings from the adjoining states of Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, South Dakota and Wisconsin as well.

Joining with the Higgins Museum in sponsoring this sem-
inar are the Society of Paper Money Collectors, the
Professional Currency Dealers Association and the Central
States Numismatic Society. The registration fee for the semi-
nar, including a catered lunch and light snacks during morning
and afternoon breaks, is $50, or just $40 for members of the
co-sponsoring SPMC, PCDA and CSNS organizations.

A welcome reception at the museum will be held on
Wednesday evening, August 10, from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. The
seminar proper will get underway at 8:30 a.m. on Thursday,
August 11, with a brief welcoming assembly and introductions.
Each speaker is being allotted time slots of one-hour and 15-
minutes. A one-hour roundtable question and answer discus-
sion panel will follow the afternoon speakers, with the day's
seminar scheduled to formally conclude at 5:30 p.m.

The speakers will cover a wide range of interesting and

insightful topics. Anderson will offer observations on the rela-
tionship between capital formation needs and note issuance
during the National Bank Note Era. Huntoon will explore the
story of America's most extravagant collector, Col. Edward
Green, and the Series of 1929 sheets. Lofthus will offer up
new and unpublished revelations about “outstanding circula-
tion” data on National Bank Note issues. Simek will present
new peculiar and interesting facts about minute overprinting
differences in Series of 1929 issues.

Those wishing to participate in the seminar sessions must
register in advance by contacting Higgins Museum curator
Larry Adams at (712) 332-5859 or (515) 432-1931, or by e-
mail to ladams@thehigginsmuseum.org or ladams47
@gmail.com. Registration remittance are to be directed to the
Higgins Museum, 1507 Sanborn Avenue, P.O. Box 258,
Okoboji, IA 51355.

Overnight accommodations are available right in
Okoboji, within a mile of the museum, at the Arrowwood
Resort & Conference Center, where a special room block rate
has been arranged. The rate for a standard room with two
queen beds is $119 per night, with the block covering the
nights of August 10 and 11, and upgrade options possible
depending on availability. The room block code is “Higgins
Museum,” with a cut-off date of July 11, 2011. Contact the
Arrowwood direct at (800) 727-4561.

Attendees driving in for the 2011 Higgins Museum
National Bank Note Seminar from out of the area may wish to
avail themselves of a couple other coincident activities. The
32nd annual Iowa Great Lakes Coin Show is scheduled for
Saturday and Sunday, August 13-14, hosted just a couple miles
up the road at the Spirit Lake Community Building.
Information on this event may be obtained by contacting the
organizer, Don McCulloch, at (712) 336-4618, who also annu-
ally organizes a golf outing for interested collectors and deal-
ers arriving on the Friday prior to the show.                           v
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